Aboriginal faculty opportunities

SFU’s Vice-president, Academic (VPA), Jan Driver, has created two initiatives to increase opportunities for Aboriginal people to become faculty members. The first provides secure funding for highly qualified Aboriginal graduate students in research-intensive programs. The second increases opportunities for Aboriginal candidates to be interviewed for faculty positions.

Starting in fall 2012, the VPA will fund one entrance scholarship for an Aboriginal masters student and one scholarship for a PhD student. Because masters scholarships run for two years and PhD scholarships run for three, when the program reaches steady state the VPA’s office will be supporting two masters students and three PhD students annually, at a cost of just over $80,000.

See Aboriginal Faculty, page 2.

Site sparks student success

Only nine per cent of Aboriginal high school graduates are university-eligible, compared to 32 per cent of non-Aboriginal grads, according to a recent government report.

That’s a troubling statistic but a new website developed at SFU aims to help change that for better.

FindingYourGifts.ca brings together Aboriginal elders, university students and grads who share their advice and experiences in post secondary education to give prospective Aboriginal students the best possible chance for success.

The site offers practical, real-life advice on how to navigate everything from band funding to time management, while nurturing mind, body and spirit.

In one film clip, SFU Indigenous student life coordinator Gary George recalls the culture shock he felt coming to university from a small northern B.C. community. “My parents shipped us jarred salmon, they shipped us jarred moose meat and it was such a blessing to get that in, “ he says. “They’d say ‘Here’s something from us to help you out down here.’”

In another, SFU First Nations Student Association board member Angela Simple advises students considering university or college to just send in the application. “For me, that letter was just validation that I could do it. So send the letter and see where it takes you. You have nothing to lose, really.”

Joyce Schneider, now a UBC PhD Student, recalls staying away from school for a week after being “crushed” by racist comments in an undergraduate class, but adds, “What got me back was remembering why I was going. It was for something bigger than myself. It was for my children...”

SFU’s Community Education Program and ‘Ith Floor Media produced FindingYourGifts.ca with support from the Inukshuk Fund. “This comprehensive, well researched and positive website provides timely and excellent advice and services in an easy-to-navigate format,” said Aboriginal Peoples office director, William Lindsay.

“Aboriginal students will know they are not alone, that they have support, and that the tools for support exist and are within.”

New Indigenous Research Institute seeks members

The Office for Aboriginal Peoples is now accepting membership applications for SFU’s new Indigenous Research Institute, which is designed to bring together both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal SFU faculty and graduate students doing research in Indigenous fields.

“Our goal is to attract researchers with a common interest in Aboriginal studies to explore common themes through discussion and special events,” says the institute’s acting director, archaeology professor Eldon Yellowhorn.

“We’re also looking for opportunities to mentor and collaborate with grad students, provide a forum for guest speakers and symposiums, and engage more closely with on and off-campus Aboriginal communities.”

Although its primary focus will be on research done with Canadian Aboriginal communities—First Nations (status, non-status, treaty and non-treaty), Métis and Inuit—Yellowhorn says the institute also welcomes those working on international Indigenous research.

SFU’s Senate in September approved the
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Elders enrich campus with cultural wisdom

First Nations elders are bringing their expertise, life experience and cultural wisdom to SFU as part of a new program launched in October by the Office for Aboriginal Peoples (OAP). The Elders program, recommended by SFU’s Aboriginal Strategic Plan, draws on the centuries-old belief in the power of elders as leaders in Aboriginal communities to help today’s students, faculty and staff deal with modern life. They will also educate the university about aspects of Aboriginal life and culture.

“There was nothing officially called an elders program in traditional communities, but elders were involved in all aspects of the workings of society,” says OAP director William Lindsay.

An ad hoc committee of Aboriginal employees, faculty and staff members.

“Having an environment that’s supportive and encouraging is really key,” says Lindsay, “and their presence will benefit the community as a whole, not just our Aboriginal students. The elders’ duties include mentoring, cultural support, special events support, service as an advisory group, supervision of culturally oriented courses and workshops, and lunch and learn on one meetings with students, staff and faculty.

They will also be involved in activities such as traditional cleansing and other ceremonies, teaching Aboriginal history and culture, providing Aboriginal language support, teaching traditional games and formalizing Aboriginal protocols.

Burnaby campus elders take turns meeting with students from 11 am to 1 pm Thursdays at the Indigenous Student Centre, followed by faculty and staff meetings from 1-2 pm. Elder Locker works out of SFU Surrey’s Aboriginal pre-university bridging programs office.

More: www.sfu.ca/aboriginalpeoples/elders

Small Number counts again

Members of SFU’s Math Catcher: Mathematics Through Aboriginal Storytelling project have created their second animated film Small Number and the Old Canoe to increase Aboriginal students’ interest in math.

Like the first episode, Small Number Counts to 100, the new film combines storytelling, drama and cultural references to spin suspenseful tales about Small Number, a five-year-old boy who is discovering math.

The first of a six-part series, the films aim to improve the current situation in which only two percent of BC’s Aboriginal students complete Grade 12 math, compared to 25 percent of the overall population. All of the films will ultimately be translated into numerous Aboriginal languages.

Small Number is an animation of the Cree Nation—Papoot First Nation Band provided English voiceover for the first episode, set on the North American plains.

SFU professor Eldon Yellowhorn of the Pikani First Nation then translated and narrated the Cree version.

The Elders program, recommended by SFU’s Aboriginal Strategic Plan, draws on the centuries-old belief in the power of elders as leaders in Aboriginal communities to help today’s students, faculty and staff deal with modern life. They will also educate the university about aspects of Aboriginal life and culture.

“There was nothing officially called an elders program in traditional communities, but elders were involved in all aspects of the workings of society,” says OAP director William Lindsay.

An ad hoc committee of Aboriginal employees, faculty and staff members.

“Having an environment that’s supportive and encouraging is really key,” says Lindsay, “and their presence will benefit the community as a whole, not just our Aboriginal students. The elders’ duties include mentoring, cultural support, special events support, service as an advisory group, supervision of culturally oriented courses and workshops, and lunch and learn on one meetings with students, staff and faculty.

They will also be involved in activities such as traditional cleansing and other ceremonies, teaching Aboriginal history and culture, providing Aboriginal language support, teaching traditional games and formalizing Aboriginal protocols.

Burnaby campus elders take turns meeting with students from 11 am to 1 pm Thursdays at the Indigenous Student Centre, followed by faculty and staff meetings from 1-2 pm. Elder Locker works out of SFU Surrey’s Aboriginal pre-university bridging programs office.

More: www.sfu.ca/aboriginalpeoples/elders

ABORIGINAL FACULTY, CONTINUED

“I have stipulated that these awards must be made to top students entering programs that could lead to faculty positions,” says Driver (right). “The degree programs must be thesis-based, so that students are developing research skills and experience that will improve their chances of being recruited for university jobs.”

The Dean of Graduate Studies will administer the scholarships as part of the annual entrance scholarship competition. The current costs associated with SFU graduate degree entrance scholarships are $18,000 per year for PhD awards and $15,000 annually for masters awards. The VPA will also provide extra funding to faculties that include Aboriginal candidates in short-lists for interviews for faculty positions.

“A problem for people in under-represented groups is the difficulty they have in bringing their credentials to the attention of employers,” says Driver. “I will encourage academic units to bring well-qualified Aboriginal candidates to interviews by covering the recruiting costs from my strategic initiatives budget.”

Cross-hemisphere learning
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Excavated remains return home

Native Education College president Dan Guinan (left) and SFU VP-Academic Jon Driver sign one of three SFU MOUs with Aboriginal community partners this year.

2011: THREE ABORIGINAL MOUS

SFU signed memoranda of understanding (MOUs) in 2011 with Vancouver’s Native Education College (NEC), Métis Nation British Columbia (MNBC) and the Nicola Valley Institute of Technology (NVIT), facilitating closer collaboration with the three Aboriginal community partners. The NEC memorandum encompasses the joint delivery of higher education to Aboriginal communities, potentially including rural BC. The Métis BC agreement details collaboration on Métis culture and citizenship workshops, recruitment, research, and guest and expert exchanges. The agreement with NVIT, BC’s principal public Aboriginal post-secondary institution with Vancouver and Merritt campuses, builds on existing agreements with plans for joint degree programs, pilot programs and research partnerships, expert exchanges, research opportunities and possible joint conferences. SFU’s Office for Aboriginal Peoples is also pursuing agreements with several Lower Mainland first nations.

WORKSHOP TACKLES MATH, SCIENCE DEFICIT

For the second straight year, about 80 BC educators met at the Burnaby campus Nov. 8 to discuss ways to help more Aboriginal post-secondary students succeed in math and science. This year, math and science educators from Aboriginal communities also discussed why more Aboriginal students aren’t completing Grade 12 math. “These annual workshops can’t solve the increasing problem of Aboriginal people not getting a post-secondary education and not participating in math and science classes,” says workshop co-founder and SFU math instructor, Veselin Jungic. “But we can help educators at different stages of the education process connect directly and discuss potential solutions.” SFU’s Office for Aboriginal Peoples co-hosted the gathering.

RECRUITMENT, RETENTION PROGRAMS FUNDED

SFU Student Services has received $150,000 from the University Priority Fund to support Indigenous student recruitment and retention. Two-thirds of the money has been allotted for Aboriginal entrance scholarships, academic awards and financial-aid bursaries. The remaining $50,000 is earmarked for Indigenous “student success” initiatives to enhance advising and transition support; facilitate peer mentoring; develop career resources; support students with learning difficulties; improve access to disabilities services; assist residence enrolment; and provide staff with Indigenous cultural competency training.

MAJOR IN FIRST NATIONS STUDIES

Not sure which Aboriginal courses to take? The First Nations Studies (FNSI) program offers sequential, comprehensive courses rooted in traditional and contemporary Aboriginal logic, methodology, practice and theory. Current program options now include a major—new in fall 2011—as well as a minor, two joint majors in either archaeology or linguistics, a post baccalaureate diploma, and two certificates. First Nations Studies courses are also featured as requirements in the Cultural Resource Management Certificate through the Department of Archaeology: www.sfu.ca/fns.

SFU archaeology instructor Rudy Reimer holds a replica of the handmade cedar bentwood boxes containing the Heiltsuk First Nation ancestral remains that were returned home and reburied in September in Namu, BC, near Bella Bella.

SFU faculty, staff and students joined Heiltsuk First Nation members in September for the formal return and reburial of ancient Aboriginal remains from an archaeological site at Namu, near Bella Bella in Heiltsuk traditional territory. Retired SFU archaeologist and archaeology department founder, Roy Carlson, who led the team that excavated the remains from Namu in the 1960s and ’70s with Heiltsuk First Nation approval, helped supervise the reburial.

The estimated 1,000- to 5,000-year-old human remains were used for numerous studies during their almost 34-year stay at SFU, including one comparing DNA from the bones to that of contemporary Bella Bella residents. The remains were transported to Bella Bella before being blessed and transferred to handmade cedar bentwood boxes for reburial in Namu.

Catherine D’Andrea, chair of SFU’s archaeology department, says the reburial made her reflect on the value of archaeology.

“It is sometimes viewed as a hobby with limited practical value in the modern world. The scale of the effort put forth ... in making the bentwood boxes and all the other preparations, reminded me...
ABORIGINAL STUDENTS BY THE NUMBERS

As of 2009-10, the latest year for which official numbers are available, a total of 556 international and domestic Aboriginal students were enrolled at SFU, including 467 undergraduates and 89 graduates. For fall 2011, 73 new self-identified Canadian Aboriginal students enrolled at SFU—51 undergraduates and 22 graduates. Fifteen of the new undergraduates were admitted under SFU’s Aboriginal Undergraduate Admission Policy, which allows applicants without the required grade-point average for individual faculties and schools to have their educational history, cultural knowledge, work experience and other factors considered. Only 75 per cent of SFU Aboriginal students self-identify, so the university’s Institutional Research and Planning office augments self-identification data with figures received from the BC government’s Student Transition Project (STP). The 2010-11 STP numbers will not be available until spring 2012.

FORTIS REP JOINS ABORIGINAL STEERING COMMITTEE

Bruce Falstead, Fortis BC’s First Nations initiatives manager, has joined the SFU Aboriginal Community Initiative’s steering committee, which oversees implementation of the university’s Aboriginal Strategic Plan. Falstead has worked with SFU on projects including Ahp-ci-uk (going the right way), a program that builds long-term relationships between First Nations, corporations, government and other organizations to develop community economic and social projects at the grassroots level. Mark Selman, director of SFU’s Beedie School of Business Learning Strategies Group, was recruited to facilitate the Ahp-ci-uk project in 2007 and enlist corporate support.

TUZ HAS THE BUZZ

Sign up at the Indigenous Student Centre’s (ISC) site: students.sfu.ca/indigenous, to read their weekly electronic newsletter Tuz for the latest buzz on ISC programming, Indigenous scholarships, bursaries and fellowships, job opportunities, special events, announcements and more. Tuz (a Wit’suwit’en word meaning Talking Stick or Walking Cane) is emailed to Indigenous students, alumni, faculty, staff and friends of ISC within the SFU system.
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SFU CAREER SERVICES

The power of stories

Family members (l to r) Shana Schwentner, Marlene Erickson, Colleen Erickson and Sarah John received their MEd Arts Education degrees at SFU’s fall 2011 convocation ceremony in October.

Having the support of family is important at university—and no one knows that better than four extraordinary Prince Georgia-area Aboriginal women from the same family who just completed SFU master’s degrees.

Sisters Marlene and Colleen Erickson and Colleen’s daughter Sarah John and step-daughter Shana Schwentner all received Master of Education (MEd) in Arts Education degrees together during SFU’s fall 2011 convocation ceremony. Marlene and Colleen are from the Na’ak zdli Nation, Shana is from the Saik’uz Nation, and Sarah is associated with both communities, members of the Carrier Sekani Tribal Council. Marlene was the first to pursue a master’s degree, to learn more about her own culture and how to share it with her community’s youth. The SFU MEd in Arts Education offered in Prince George in 2008 seemed a good fit, with its focus on the aesthetics of First Nations cultures.

Marlene’s example inspired nieces Sarah and Shana to also apply and Colleen, a recently retired RCMP officer, joined a semester later but managed to catch up and graduate with the rest of the class.

Their strong family ties helped, as they all live in different communities. “We had a lot of phone conversations throughout the program,” says Sarah.

And they were all inspired by the legacy of Marlene and Colleen’s late paternal grandmother, Mary John Sr., a renowned leader of the Carrier people who received an Order of Canada in 1997.

The SFU MEd in Arts Education at Prince George is one of many such programs the education faculty has offered throughout BC over the past 20 years in locations including Kelowna, Salt Spring Island, Kamloops, Prince Rupert and Haida Gwaii.

But associate professor Celeste Srowek, who heads the program, says this one is special: “There’s a rootedness in this program because it has an aesthetics of place, especially up north, where the connection to the land is very real.”

All four master’s grads are now back in their communities, continuing their work as educators and role models.

Sisters Marlene and Colleen Erickson and Colleen’s daughter Sarah John and step-daughter Shana Schwentner received their MEd Arts Education degrees at SFU’s fall 2011 convocation ceremony in October.

David Lindskog
CAREER ADVISOR, SFU CAREER SERVICES

Stories have an incredible power—those we tell to others, those others tell to us, those we tell to ourselves. They define us and give us shape and substance in an otherwise fluid and unpredictable world. Our careers, in particular, play a large role in the ongoing stories of our lives—a realization that has had a large effect on the way SFU Career Services works with students trying to map out their own career paths.

While change and chaos seem to permeate so many facets of life and careers, the First Nations oral tradition of transmitting knowledge still thrives, reminding us of the perpetual transformative potential that story telling holds.

At SFU Career Services, we recently adopted a narrative career counselling method reminiscent of that oral tradition that focuses on students’ stories, and how these affect—and often create—different career paths. In doing so, we are simply continuing a practice that has been in place for generations.

Career Services and the Indigenous Student Centre also co-hosted SFU’s first Indigenous Peoples’ Career Stories event last spring. Award-winning First Nations actor Justin Rain was one of five First Nations panellists sharing their career and life stories.

Rain shared his history of hardship, substance abuse and transformation as a message of hope for Indigenous youth: “Relationships, family, work, all these are affected when we’re not venting through a positive medium. It’s important that the youth around us start to hear this.”

We usually think of storytelling as a means with which to inspire others, and rightly so. What we often fail to acknowledge is the inspiration we can gain from our own stories—the ones we tell ourselves, both as individuals and groups.

Rain rewrote his own story from struggling Indigenous youth to successful actor, artist, and speaker. It is in examining such narratives, and in many cases re-authoring them, that the true value of our stories is revealed. More: www.sfu.ca/career

First Nations actor Justin Rain was one of five Aboriginal panelists sharing their stories at SFU’s first Indigenous Peoples’ Career Stories event last spring.